
MR BRADLEY ON TBUTH AND COPYING.

IN a foot-note to his reoent article "On Truth and Copying" Mr.
F. H. Bradley expresses surprise that either in his Principles of
Logic " or anywhere else " he should be understood as " advocating
the copy -theory of truth ". It is of some interest to students of
logic to ascertain what Mr. Bradley's views on this matter were
when he wrote the Principles of Logic and whether his recent
article makes any advance upon them. In the Principles he devotes
two chapters, the last in the book, to discussing the validity of.
inference. In stating the problem he says : " The validity of in-
ference has two main senses. When we ask if a prooess of reason-
ing is correct, we may have in our mind two different questions.
We might ask if in argument we possess a strict counterpart of the
nature of things, if our mental operation truly represents any
actual process. And this would be the first question. The second
would ignore the correspondence with reality. It would content
itself with asking if the premisses do logically prove the result"
(p. 498). Later on he discusses this "first question" at length.
" What shall we answer," he says, " when asked if our reasoning
is true in reality, and valid of fact throughout all its process?"
If truth be the ideal counterpart of fact, can we say that the process
of our reasoning is truth? Can we venture to assert that our
mental operations.are the same with any actual process in things ?
Is the intellectual experiment the parallel of a movement in the
real universe ? Our reasoning, we know, does answer to the facts,
but that is not enough. Can we call it the literal expression of
those facts? Is reflexion the double of an outward change that
shows feature for feature in an answering element?" (p. 521).
Mr. Bradley thus runs through various forms of reasoning and
decides against their validity on the ground that they have no
" counterpart in the nature of things ". In any case, he says, the
" discursive nature of judgment and reasoning is fatal to their claim
of copying existence. The process of inference can never be true,
and the result can never represent the fact" (p. 526).

These extracts prove that at the time of writing the Principles
of Logic Mr. Bradley held that validity depends on copying. His
doctrine at that time was that human judgments and inferences are
true or valid in so far as they represent, or literally express, or
copy the "nature of things, or reality, or fact. Now, what is his
present doctrine ? In the first pages of his article he rejects for
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various reasons the whole notion that truth consists in copying.
As a better way to settling the problem of truth he suggests that
truth, knowledge and reality are not separate but identical.
" Truth is the whole Universe realising itself in one aspect" (p.
172). The relation between the individual and the Universe is as
follows: "The Universe is nowhere but in the lives of the in-
dividuals, and, whether as truth or otherwise, the Universe realises
itself not at all except in their differences ". Thus " my desire and
my will to have truth is the will and the desire of the world to be-
come truth in me. Truth is a'mode of the self-realisation of myself
and of the Universe in one " (p. 176).

How can these metaphysical doctrines be applied to the valua-
tion of any human judgment? Obviously they cannot be ap-
plied at all. Mr. Bradley therefore has to distinguish two points
of view, a higher and a lower. The latter merely consists in rein-
stating the copy-theory which he had repudiated so emphatically.
" From a lower point of view it may be convenient to speak of
truth as corresponding with reality and as even reproducing facts.
In the first place the individual in truth-seeking must subject
himself. . . . Secondly, in truth-seeking the individual . . • must
follow the object " (p. 174). As it is only a few metaphysicians
who rise at rare intervals to the higher or metaphysical point of
view, while the immense majority of men remain permanently at
the lower point of view, it is a pity that Mr. Bradley is not more
explicit about it At the end of the Principles of Logic he says
that, though validity depends on copying, he is certain that the
object copied is not the series of " phenomena presented by simple
observation". Both there and in his recent article he gives us
no philosophical explanation as to what the object is which is
oopied, how we copy it, and how closely we mast copy it to attain
truth or validity.

Now for the point of general scientific interest involved in this
controversy: it concerns the explanatory power of a philosophy
which, like Mr. Bradley's, is absolutist, i.e., views things from
the stand-point of the Absolute (not of the person), and is intel-
lectualist, ue., does not take due aooount of the volitional factor
in our experience. His treatment of this matter of Truth seems
to me a good example of the incapacity of such a philosophy to
contribute to the solution of the elementary problems of knowledge.
He offers us alternatively either a higher, oosmio point of view
which, whether true or false, has no bearing whatever upon the
theory of actual knowledge, or a lower point of view which is the
copy-theory of truth which every one sees to be inadequate. I
have elsewhere criticised his doctrine of judgment, inference, truth
*nd the rest, set forth in the Principles of Logic, as ignoring the
purposive and selective character of the human mind: in his recent
article he shows no substantial advance upon his earlier position.
2 7 ' HBNBY. STUBT.
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